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Campus community outlines upcoming challenges 
This article provides an overview of the 
Robert Blackburn Symposium, "Washing- 
ton University: Challenges for the Fu- 
ture," which was held Feb. 20-21 on cam- 
pus. An article in the March 16 Record 
will detail the specific topics covered, 
including undergraduate education, 
graduate education, research and the 
academic medical center. 
Leadership, farsightedness, courage 
and a sustained belief in the impor- 
tance of education are four charac- 
teristics of the universities that will sur- 
vive the 21st century and its array of new 
challenges. This was one conclusion 
drawn from last week's Blackburn Sympo- 
sium, which offered a valuable opportu- 
nity for self-analysis as Washington Uni- 
versity prepares for a new century, and a 
new era of leadership. 
The conference, titled "Washington 
University: Challenges for the Future," 
brought together faculty, students, admin- 
istrators and national experts in the field 
of higher education to prepare the Univer- 
sity for upcoming fiscal, societal, political 
and other challenges. Conference high- 
lights included a presentation about 
"Washington University Today" by Chan- 
cellor William H. Danforth, a keynote 
speech on the future of the research uni- 
versity by Robert M. Rosenzweig, Ph.D., 
former president of the Association of 
American Universities, and heartfelt 
discussion among students and faculty. 
Participants discussed the delicate 
balance between teaching and research, the 
role of the research university, the effects of 
cutbacks in federal research funding, the 
changing expectations of students and 
parents and the job market for Ph.D. gradu- 
ates, among other difficult issues. 
"Institutions that see the present cir- 
cumstances as an opportunity to look hard 
at themselves and make calculated judg- 
ments about what they do will be in the 
best position to take advantage of the 
opportunities that will come in the fu- 
ture," Rosenzweig said. 
'Serious thinking of high quality' 
In his address, Danforth said he thinks 
Washington University is well-positioned 
for the challenges — and opportunities — 
ahead. The University has a beautiful 
campus in relatively good shape, an en- 
dowment in the top 10 in the nation, 
outstanding and creative faculty, some of 
the most able students in the world, con- 
servative fiscal management, a supportive 
community, wonderful and involved 
alumni, a campus culture that encourages 
people to work together across depart- 
(Above) Center Kevin Folkl (#50), the Bears' leader in scoring, field goal percentage and blocked shots, slam-dunks the ball 
in a recent game against Carnegie Mellon University, which the Bears went on to win. Savoring their best season in school 
history, Washington University's 10th-ranked Bears begin NCAA tournament play at home vs. Beloit College at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday, March 2, in the Field House. Making their fifth NCAA tournament appearance since 1987, the 22-3 Bears captured 
the 1994-95 University Athletic Association crown — their third conference title in the league's eight-year history. Students 
with IDs will be admitted free to the first-round game. Tickets for faculty and staff are $4. See page 5 for more information. 
Campus Y promotes holistic living among students 
For 84 years, the Campus Y at Wash- 
ington University has served as a 
place where all students feel wel- 
come. 
The University's affiliation with the Y 
began in 1911 when a branch of the YWCA 
was formed on campus. A year later, the 
University also became the site of a YMCA 
organization. The two organizations oper- 
ated separately on campus until 1934, when 
they merged into one unit and later became 
known as the Campus Y 
"The reason the organizations were 
founded, here and on other campuses, was 
to serve a variety of student needs that 
colleges and universities, in those days, 
did not allocate money for," said Helen 
Davis, executive director of the Campus Y 
for 19 years. "For instance, here we started 
all of the freshmen orientation events, all 
of the international student work and a 
great deal of personal, and what was then 
called vocational, counseling. As I under- 
stand it, the Y initiated what has become 
the Assembly Series, at least that's the way 
people today see it when they look back." 
The earlier student YWCA and YMCA 
groups additionally sponsored activities 
now organized by campus ministry 
groups, such as prayer and Bible study 
groups, said Davis. "At that time, the 
student Y was predominantly Protestant 
but ecumenical, whereas today, it's not 
only ecumenical but interfaith. We no 
longer do religious programming." 
Davis said the student Ys that have 
survived across the country are those "that 
have continually looked at the kinds of 
programming they're doing, what students 
really need, and provided opportunities for 
students in those areas." 
Inherent in the Y's mission to provide 
unique undergraduate programs is its goal 
to help students maintain balance in their 
lives, noted Davis. "I think it was part of 
the early movement for holistic living, that 
students need a balance of spirituality, 
physical activities and social life to go 
with their mental selves. The student Ys 
came out of that philosophy." 
The central purpose of the Campus Y, 
said Davis, is to offer students leadership 
opportunities while providing a lot of 
support, training and chances to learn 
through their successes as well as failures. 
"These are the years when young people 
can try out things, can take some risks 
that don't have long-term ramifications 
for them. If things don't work, then they 
can just learn from what didn't work." 
In order to promote student leadership, 
the Y sponsors 24 student-led programs 
that focus on community service, tutoring, 
advocacy and global issues. Among the 
varied programs are Action Against Child 
Abuse; Broadening Recognition of Indi- 
viduals With Disabilities or BRIDge; 
afterschool and tutorial programs for 
children and high school students in 
Kinloch and University City, respectively; 
Adequate Housing for America; AWARE, 
a group that presents programs addressing 
sexism, racism, homophobia, anti-semitism 
and other forms of oppression; Environ- 
Continued on page 8 
mental and disciplinary lines, and a tradi- 
tion of working to get the job done — not 
to get the headlines. 
It will take all of the University's 
strengths, creativity and insight, however, 
to manage upcoming challenges, he said. 
"It is a very good time to be assessing 
where we are and to be thinking about the 
past and the future," Danforth said. "The 
next few years will undoubtedly see the 
setting of new directions; it will be well if 
these new directions can be formed by 
serious and sustained thinking of high 
quality." 
One of the primary challenges facing 
universities today is the tension between 
rising expectations and constrained re- 
sources. 
"Students and their parents expect 
more of us and they want evidence that we 
Continued on page 7 
Gerald Early wins 
book critics award 
Gerald Early, Ph.D., professor of Eng- 
lish and director of the African and 
Afro-American Studies Program, has won 
a National Book Critics Circle Award in 
the criticism category for "The Culture of 
Bruising: Essays on Prizefighting, Litera- 
ture and Modern American Culture." 
Early officially will receive the award 
during a March 23 ceremony in New York. 
Previous award 
recipients include 
Stanley L. Elkin, 
Ph.D., Merle 
Kling Professor 
of Modern Let- 
ters, and William 
H. Gass, Ph.D., 
David May Dis- 
tinguished Uni- 
versity Professor 
in the Humanities I 
and director of     Gerald Early 
the International Writers Center. 
Early, whose book was chosen among 
hundreds that publishers submitted in the 
criticism category, said, "It's a great honor. 
I owe a lot to my publisher Dan Halpern. 
He really believed in my talent. If it 
wasn't for him, the book wouldn't exist." 
The award-winning author also thanked 
the Washington University community for 
its support. 
Early was told by a reporter Sunday 
evening that he had won the award. "I was 
quite shocked," he said, adding that win- 
ning the award is a very humbling experi- 
ence. "It puts you in an elite class of 
writers," he said. 
The National Book Critics Circle, 
based in New York, is composed of about 
600 newspaper and magazine editors and 
reviewers, as well as academics and 
freelance critics. "This award has a lot of 
Continued on page 6 
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Members of the Histones, a medical student a cappella choir, perform for residents of The Frazier Nursing Home in the 
Central West End. The group sings once a month at various community and campus events. For information, call 362-8541. 
PET project 
Scanner in neurointensive care will help evaluate brain injury therapies 
The birthplace of the PET scanner 
has become the first site in the 
world to install the device in a 
neurointensive care unit. This arrange- 
ment will allow researchers at the School 
of Medicine to scan the brains of Barnes 
Hospital patients right after head injury 
and stroke. The PET (positron emission 
tomography) images of blood flow and 
oxygen consumption will help define the 
effects of controversial therapies that are 
commonly offered to patients in the 
critical first hours after brain injury. 
"At present, physicians don't have a 
good way of assessing the brain's re- 
sponse to treatments for neurological 
damage — we're working with a black 
box," said Michael N. Diringer, M.D., 
assistant professor of neurology, 
neurosurgery and anesthesiology and 
director of the neurointensive care unit at 
Barnes Hospital. "The PET scanner will 
measure the physiological response to 
therapies so we can get a better handle on 
what is effective and what is harmful. 
That will define which therapies should 
be tested in randomized trials." 
The first usable PET scanner was 
developed at Washington University's 
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology in the 
early 1970s by Michael M. Ter-Pogossian, 
Ph.D., professor of radiation sciences. 
The machine generates colored images 
showing the distribution of radioactive 
isotopes in the brain. 
"There is no other way to measure how 
much oxygen each part of the brain uses," 
said project director William J. Powers, 
M.D., associate professor of neurology 
and of radiology and director of electro- 
diagnostic studies at Barnes Hospital. 
"And many of the treatments are done 
with the expectation of improving oxygen 
supply to the brain." 
Haifa million Americans are hospital- 
ized for head injuries each year, and 20 
percent are left with long-term disabili- 
ties. Stroke afflicts 550,000 Americans 
each year, killing 150,000 and leaving 
one-third of the survivors dependent on 
others for care. Stroke occurs when a 
blood clot from the neck or heart plugs an 
artery in the brain or when there is bleed- 
ing into the brain in patients with high 
blood pressure (intracerebral hemorrhage) 
or ruptured aneurysms. 
Doctors have no way of preventing the 
neurological damage that follows head 
injury and stroke. "Our role is to provide 
the best care that allows the brain to heal 
by itself," Powers explained. "But we 
want to know how to maximize the 
chance of healing and to avoid treatments 
that reduce that chance." 
The new scanner will help obtain that 
knowledge. It was purchased with funds 
from the National Institutes of Health, 
Washington University's McDonnell 
Center for Higher Brain Function and the 
"At present, physicians 
don't have a good way 
of assessing the brain's 
response to treatments 
for neurological damage — 
we're working with a 
black box." 
— Michael N. Diringer, M.D. 
departments of Neurology, Neurosurgery, 
and Radiology. Barnes Hospital also 
donated funds, and it built a lead-lined 
room for the scanner when it constructed 
its neurointensive care unit in 1992. "So 
we have a unique situation here," Powers 
said. "There's the University's long- 
standing expertise with PET, the con- 
struction of a neurointensive care unit, a 
hospital willing to support research by 
providing space that will generate no 
patient revenue and people with the 
vision to come up with the cash." 
The work requires a dedicated scanner 
because of the unpredictable availability 
of patients. The scanner must be in a 
neurointensive care unit to ensure that 
patients receive the same expert care as 
those admitted to regular beds in the unit. 
Studies beginning this spring will 
document the changes that occur in the 
brain after head injury or intracerebral 
hemorrhage. They also will look at the 
controversial practice of lowering the 
blood pressure of patients with intracere- 
bral hemorrhage. "Blood pressure rises 
when people hemorrhage into the brain," 
Powers explained. "But whereas some 
people say you should leave blood pres- 
sure alone, others say you should bring it 
down a bit, and others say you should 
bring it down a lot." The PET study will 
permit direct measurements of blood 
flow and oxygen consumption in differ- 
ent parts of the brain as blood pressure is 
gradually lowered. A similar study will 
look at oxygen supply and utilization in 
patients with head trauma to address a 
major debate about the practice of hyper- 
ventilation. 
Long-term goals include PET studies 
of the effects of drugs that increase blood 
flow in the brain and drugs that may 
prevent the damage caused by neu- 
rotransmitters that flood into the brain 
when neurons are injured. 
Operating costs will come initially 
from a Jewish Hospital research fund 
established in 1987 by the family of 
Lillian Strauss, who died of a ruptured 
aneurysm. This support will allow the 
researchers to collect data for future 
grant proposals to the National Institutes 
of Health. 
The project should narrow a major 
gap in the understanding of brain injury 
and the brain's response to current treat- 
ments. "There is so little data about what 
is happening," Powers said. "It simply 
hasn't been studied." 
— Linda Sage 
Infertility program 
volunteers needed 
The Department of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology is seeking healthy 21- 
to 32-year-old women to anonymously 
donate eggs. The eggs will be used to 
benefit couples with infertility prob- 
lems. 
Volunteers must have at least a high 
school diploma. They will receive free 
genetic and disease screening tests and 
monetary compensation. 
For more information, call 362-7144. 
Confidentiality will be respected. 
Alison M. Goate 
Alison Goate receives 
Alzheimer's disease 
annual research award 
Alison M. Goate, D.Phil., associate 
professor of psychiatry and of genet- 
ics, is one of four scientists this year to 
receive a Metropolitan Life Foundation 
award for Alzheimer's disease research. 
' The annual award, which is given to 
research teams, recognizes significant 
scientific advances. Two teams will share 
a $500,000 award. 
"It's a great honor to receive this 
award," Goate said. "I'm surprised and 
excited to be in 
the company of 
the other out- 
standing scien- 
tists who have 
received the 
Metropolitan 
Life award this 
year and in past 
years." 
Goate was 
honored with her 
research partner, 
John Hardy, Ph.D., of the University of 
South Florida in Tampa. The other honor- 
ees this year are Robert W. Mahley, M.D, 
Ph.D., and Karl H. Weisgraber, Ph.D., of 
the J. David Gladstone Institute of Cardio- 
vascular Disease at the University of 
California in San Francisco. 
Alzheimer's disease is the fourth- 
leading cause of death in the United 
States. It affects one in three Americans 
over 80 years old and one in 12 over 65. 
Medical expenses and lost productivity 
due to the disease are believed to cost the 
nation $100 billion a year. A person af- 
flicted with Alzheimer's disease gradually 
loses memory function and the ability to 
think and reason. 
Goate is internationally known for her 
discovery of the first genetic mutation 
linked to an inherited form of Alzheimer's 
disease. Working with Hardy in 1991, she 
found a mutation in the amyloid precursor 
protein gene on chromosome 21. The gene 
produces beta-amyloid protein, the protein 
found in the senile plaques and neu- 
rofibrillary tangles that form in the brains 
of Alzheimer's victims. 
The specific abnormality identified by 
Goate was connected to inherited cases of 
early onset Alzheimer's disease, which 
affects members of particular families 
before the age of 60. 
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Washington People 
Coach leads conference in winning titles 
It's two hours before the opening tip and head 
basketball coach Mark Edwards is looking deeply 
into the eyes of his players, the best way he knows 
how to guess whether he is connecting with his 
team. 
He's on stage. 
Is the team distracted or ready to play? He confesses 
that more often than not, he simply cannot tell. On the 
other hand, he knows himself and therefore he always has 
a handle on whether he is ready to coach. Some days he 
is, some days he isn't. 
Coaches, like players, are not machines. They have 
bad days and good days. It's on those days when Edwards 
is out of sorts with the world that he adds a thespian 
element to his coaching. 
"You have to be able to 
say something that is intelli- 
gent, meaningful and logi- 
cal," he said. "Whether you 
have the answer or not, 
you've got to make them 
think you do. If they're 
worried and you appear 
worried, better watch out. If 
they're confused and you're 
confused, you're in for a 
tough night." 
Nowhere is it written that 
coaching — by necessity — 
is one part theater. But the 
coach shields himself in a 
manner of speaking, never 
allowing his players to see 
everything there is to see of 
himself. 
"Anyone who thinks you 
can walk in, draw a play on 
the board and matter-of- 
factly think your team will 
carry it all off perfectly 
forevermore is kidding 
himself," said Edwards. 
In other words, coaching 
is adjustment. It's guess- 
work. It's psychological 
warfare. When necessary, a 
coach may be forced to twist everything inside out. 
"Throw the players a curve," said Edwards. "A lot of 
coaches do that. Mental preparation is 90 percent of the 
game. Skills are consistent. You don't become a better 
shooter overnight. What determines how a team plays is 
the way it is molded mentally." 
The nine years that Edwards spent as an assistant on 
head coach George Raveling's staff at Washington State 
University are what shaped him in large measure as a 
coach. Many of the steps that Edwards takes today are a 
result of miles he walked in Raveling's shoes. 
Says Edwards, "He made me understand what coach- 
ing is all about, and helped make the decision easy on 
whether I wanted to devote my life to the players' needs. 
He taught me how to be decent to people and to be 
sensitive to their needs. He taught me to listen. He taught 
me the meaning of the word commitment. He gave me 
the strength to chart my own course." 
Edwards chose to return to Washington University, his 
alma mater, to coach basketball. As an undergraduate he 
starred on the basketball floor in the late 1960s, bringing 
with him a background of high school basketball from 
Peoria, 111., one of the pockets in the Midwest in which 
basketball is a crucial part of the town's infrastructure. 
At Washington University, Edwards was an outstand- 
ing rebounder, which is a window on his soul. Rebound- 
ing is as much unquenchable determination as it is posi- 
tioning under the hoop. The appeal of coaching to 
Edwards is its spontaneity. 
"I can walk into a game and never will it fit the pat- 
tern of a previous game," Edwards said. "My relationship 
with the players and referees, the emotion of the game, 
the score ... everything is constantly changing. Then the 
game's over and you sit down and say 'OK.'" 
The challenge occurs when a coach's strategy flies in 
his face and he is forced in a moment's time to figure out 
an adjustment, to change a defense, to draw on every- 
thing he has in his reservoir of knowledge. 
"That's what the whole game is," Edwards said. "It's a 
guess." 
The moments that lift Edwards are those when he does 
something from the bench to turn around a game. 
"Even," he said, "if you are the only one who knows it." 
Edwards gave serious thought while at Washington 
University to becoming a physician, but ultimately found 
the tug wasn't that strong. In the honors program as an 
undergraduate, he switched from a pre-med course of 
study to psychology in graduate school in order to em- 
phasize research with Michael Fox, an animal behavior- 
ist. It was Fox who influenced Edwards to become a good 
observer of behavior. In 1969 Edwards received a 
bachelor's degree in zoology (pre-med). 
In October 1970, Edwards was pursuing a master's 
degree in psychology and serving as a basketball assis- 
tant when he was drafted by the U.S. Army. He was sent 
to Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio where he served as 
a personnel clerk, and eventually became a player-coach 
on the side. His rank: Shooter. He served in the army 
until February 1972. 
The experience answered many of the questions he 
had about whether or not coaching was for him. "That 
was a good experience in how to be a player and how to 
deal with players. I liked it," he said. 
Then it was on to Washington State, where before the 
school hired Raveling, Edwards briefly was on the staff 
of former Bears' coach Bob Greenwood. At Washington 
Head basketball coach Mark Edwards at work in a game against Carnegie Mellon University. 
"Anyone who thinks you can 
walk in, draw a play on the 
board and matter-of-factly 
think your team will carry it 
all off perfectly forevermore 
is kidding himself." 
State, the impression was made on Edwards in unforget- 
table fashion on what determines a successful program: 
"Good players, obviously," he said. That's true whether 
at Division I Washington State or at Division III Wash- 
ington University. He's where he is because of doors that 
were opened and doors that were closed. 
"Here I was, age 34, in a successful Pac-10 program 
working for a visible head coach and going nowhere. 
Unless you're an assistant for Dean Smith (North Caro- 
lina) or Bobby Knight (Indiana), the jobs you could get 
were in programs that had been losing. You'd be just 
another in a long line of people trying to turn an impos- 
sible situation into a big winner to get any recognition," 
he said. 
He didn't get so much the courtesy of an interview 
when he applied for jobs at Northern Arizona University 
and the University of Idaho. But Washington University 
he knew. The school was anxious to begin anew a sport 
that lay dormant for financial reasons from 1971-1981. 
"They wanted to build something that was philo- 
sophically within the bounds of the school — a program 
the players, students and faculty could appreciate. That's 
something I could relate to," Edwards said. 
His personal coaching philosophy, which he devel- 
oped at the knee of Raveling, has fit Division III as well 
as it did Division I. 
"Not having to change it is what has kept me in 
coaching," Edwards said. 
Something else that hasn't changed, Edwards said, is 
the perception many have of Division III basketball: 
That it is made up of super-smart kids whose heads 
would be dunked on if they were playing in Division I. 
At the 1977 Final Four, Edwards heard a basketball 
commentator say, "You can't win with smart players." 
The statement fueled Edwards, who wants to disprove 
that idea. He was a smart kid himself; he could play. 
To those who would wonder why Edwards selected 
Division III over high-profile, high-stress Division I with 
its lucrative salaries, shoe contracts, politics and contro- 
versy, he said it is not an issue of taking the high moral 
ground: "I don't think of it as choosing right over wrong. 
I've been fortunate to be in the right place at the right 
time and be associated with good people. That started 
with George Raveling and continued here with John 
Schael (director of athletics) and Dr. (William) Danforth, 
who sets the course for the University. 
"Division I is not evil. There are good (j°b) situations 
in Division I. If you found the right situation with good 
people, it is possible to 
have good results." 
Edwards' recruiting 
Camelot is yet to be 
realized. "We haven't 
found our Bill Bradley," 
he said. Meanwhile, 
Edwards scours the land- 
scape for players capable 
of playing in Division I. 
He said, "The best kids 
we've gotten have all 
turned down grants in 
order to go after a degree 
at Washington University. 
They are the basis of our 
whole program. They see 
something in both the 
academics and basketball 
that meets their expecta- 
tion. Kevin Folkl, Brent 
Dalrymple and Gene 
Nolan on this year's team 
all had opportunities for 
athletic scholarships." 
Edwards said he be- 
lieves Division HI can be 
as competitive and re- 
warding as Division I. 
In fact, it was a loss of 
enthusiasm for the game 
that prompted Jed Bargen 
to transfer from Division I University of Nebraska, Lin- 
coln, where he played for his father, Gary, an assistant 
coach, to Washington University for his junior and senior 
years. A GTE Academic Ail-American and an NCAA 
postgraduate scholarship recipient, Bargen, now an alum- 
nus, led the Bears in scoring and rebounding in 1989- 
1990 and 1990-91. 
It long was his dream to play college ball where his 
dad was coaching. "I could always see myself playing in 
the Big Eight," said Bargen. 
But things aren't always as they seem. Once he 
bumped up against the politics of father-son, the excite- 
ment dwindled for Bargen. 
Division III offered a unique opportunity. He would be 
eligible under NCAA rules to play immediately instead of 
having to sit out for one season. His priority, though, 
wasn't basketball, it was academics. He earned a bachelor's 
degree in mechanical engineering and a master's degree in 
business administration. He lives now in Chicago, where 
he is a computer consultant at Deloitte & Touche. 
"Basketball at Washington University was like being 
in Division I. It was first class. It was a great experience. 
I've got a good job and for that I credit the University. It 
was one of the best decisions I've ever made," he said. 
"I got to be good friends with all the guys on the team 
as well as with Mark Edwards. He's my favorite coach. 
What really makes him so special is his positive attitude. 
He's become one of my best friends." 
In his 14th season at Washington, Edwards is the 
school's winningest men's basketball coach with 214 
victories. Twenty-two of those 214 wins have come in the 
last three-plus months as the Bears have produced their 
best season in the illustrious 80-year history of the pro- 
gram. 
On Thursday, March 2, the Bears open NCAA tourna- 
ment play at home, entertaining Beloit College in a first- 
round game at 7:30 p.m. in the University's Field House. 
This year's team (22-3) delivered Washington University 
its third University Athletic Association title since the 
league's inception in 1987-88. The Bears, who are the 
conference's winningest program, are the first UAA 
school to capture three men's basketball league titles. 
Edwards said his Bears of this season are among his 
favorites "because they've accomplished so much. This is 
the most talented team we've had." 
Of Edwards, it can be said: He has affirmed what 
Raveling taught him. He is fulfilled. When he hears 
envious Division I coaching colleagues tell him he has 
"the best situation in America," he's sure he's where he 
wants to be. 
On stage. — Dave Dorr 
Calendar March 2-18 
Exhibitions 
"The Matter of History: Selected Works 
by Annette Lemieux." Mixed-media art 
exhibit addresses the Holocaust, the Third 
Reich and the many personal ways in which 
war interrupts life. Through March 26. 
Gallery of Art, upper gallery, Steinberg Hall. 
Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. 
weekends. 935-4523. 
"William H. Gass: Worlds Within Words." 
Books, letters and manuscripts of William 
Gass, the David May Distinguished Univer- 
sity Professor in the Humanities and director 
of the International Writers Center. Through 
March 22. Special Collections, level five, 
Olin Library. Hours: 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. week- 
days. 935-5400. 
Films 
Thursday, March 2 
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Classic Series. 
"1001 Rabbit Tales" (1982), featuring 
vintage Warner Brothers cartoons. Room 
100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. For 24-hour 
Filmboard hotline, call 935-5983. 
Monday, March 13 
4 p.m. Dept. of Russian film. "The Inner 
Circle" (1992) in English. Room 219 South 
Ridgley Hall. 935-5177. 
Tuesday, March 14 
7 p.m. Japanese Film Series. "Rhapsody in 
August" (1991), with English subtitles. 
Room 219 South Ridgley Hall. 935-5156. 
Wednesday, March 15 
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Classic Series. 
"The Strawberry Blonde" (1941, B&W), 
starring James Cagney. (Also March 16, same 
times.) Room 100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. 
Friday, March 17 
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series. 
"Sirens" (1994). (Also March 18, same 
times.) Room 100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. 
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series. 
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off" (1986), starring 
Matthew Broderick. (Also March 18, same 
time.) Room 100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. 
Lectures 
Thursday, March 2 
1:30 p.m. Geometry seminar. "Examples 
of Isospectral Nilmanifolds That Are Not 
Locally Isometric," Ed Wilson, prof, of 
mathematics. Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 
2:30 p.m. Mechanical engineering semi- 
nar. "The Lateral Buckling of Slender 
Beams: An Historical Perspective," David A. 
Peters, prof, Dept. of Mechanical Engineer- 
ing. Room 100 Cupples II Hall. 
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "Molecular 
Self-assembly of Soluble Hydrogen-bonded 
Aggregates: Organic Synthesis Using Physi- 
cal-organic Chemistry," George Whitesides, 
prof, Dept. of Chemistry, Harvard U. Room 
458 Louderman Hall. 935-6530. 
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences/Carl 
Tolman colloquium. "Precambrian Green- 
stones, Mantle Plumes and Superconti- 
nents," Kent C. Condie, prof, of geochemis- 
try, Dept. of Geoscience, New Mexico 
Institute of Mining and Technology. Room 
362 McDonnell Hall. 935-5610. 
4:30 p.m. Math colloquium. Title to be 
announced. Ralf Spatzier, U. of Michigan. 
Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 935-6726. 
Friday, March 3 
Noon. Cell biology and physiology semi- 
nar. "Pumping Ions: Structure-function 
Studies in a P-type ATPase," Jack H. 
Kaplan, prof., Dept. of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biophysics, Oregon Health 
Sciences U, Portland. Room 426 
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg. 
Noon. Environmental engineering semi- 
nar. "Superfund Reform," Maxine Lipeles, 
prof, Dept. of Engineering and Policy, and 
acting head Dept. of Environmental Engi- 
neering. Room 216 Urbauer Hall. 935-8590. 
1 p.m. Molecular genetics thesis defense. 
"Genetic Characterization of Multiple Endo- 
crine Neoplasia Type 2," Katrin Carlson, 
student, Dept. of Molecular Genetics. Room 
7738 Clinical Sciences Research Bldg. 
I p.m. Solid-state engineering and applied 
physics seminar. "Data Distortion Due to 
Magnetic Media Microstructure," Elias 
Glavinas, graduate student, Dept. of Electri- 
cal Engineering. Room 305 Bryan Hall. 
4 p.m. Anatomy and neurobiology semi- 
nar. "Viewing, Reviewing, Previewing and 
Free-viewing the Monkey's Visual Cortex," 
David Van Essen, prof, and head, Dept. of 
Anatomy and Neurobiology. Room 928 
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg. 
4 p.m. Hematology seminar. "Ras Proteins: 
Membrane Targeting and Biochemical 
Function," John Hancock, senior scientist, 
Onyx Pharmaceuticals, Richmond Calif. 
Room 8841 Clinical Sciences Research 
Bldg. 362-8803. 
4 p.m. Microbial pathogenesis seminar. 
"New Mechanisms of Immune Evasion 
From African Trypanosomes," John 
Donelson, prof., Dept. of Biochemistry, 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, U. of 
Iowa, Iowa City. Room 775 McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-7059. 
6 and 8:30 p.m. Washington University 
Association Travel Lecture Series. "The 
Great Canadian Train Ride," Doug Jones, 
lecturer and filmmaker. Graham Chapel. 
Cost: $4.50. 935-5212. 
Monday, March 6 
4 p.m. Viktor Hamburger lecture. "Induc- 
tive Signals and the Control of Neural Cell 
Pattern in Vertebrates," Thomas M. Jessell, 
investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Insti- 
tute, and prof, Dept. of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biophysics, Columbia U College 
of Physicians and Surgeons, New York. 
Room 215 Rebstock Hall. 
Tuesday, March 7 
12:10 p.m. Physical therapy brown bag 
seminar. "Cognitive Assessment Tool for 
Traumatic Brain Injury," Warren Lux, assoc. 
prof, Dept. of Neurology and Neurological 
Surgery. Classroom C, Forest Park Bldg., 
4444 Forest Park Blvd. 286-1427. 
4 p.m. Diabetes research seminar. 
"Nuclear Responses to Environmental 
Stimuli: From Molecules to Mice," Jeffrey 
Milbrandt, prof, Dept. of Pathology. Pathol- 
ogy Library, Room 3723 West Bldg. 
Wednesday, March 8 
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds. 
"Ethics and Airway Management in Chil- 
dren With DNR Status," Harlan Muntz, 
assoc. prof, Dept. of Otolaryngology. Wohl 
Hospital Bldg Aud., 4960 Children's Place. 
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand 
Rounds "Management of HIV Infection in 
Pregnancy," Jaye Shyken, asst. prof., Divi- 
sion of Maternal Fetal Medicine. Clopton 
Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 362-3122. 
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular bio- 
physics seminar. "Pseudoazurin/Nitrite 
Reductase: Structural Studies in Electron 
Transfer," Elinor T. Adman, research prof., 
U. of Washington, Seattle. Cori Aud., 4565 
McKinleyAve. 362-0261. 
Thursday, March 9 
II a.m. Civil engineering seminar. "Finite 
Element Analysis of Reinforced Concrete 
Cooling Tower Shell," Takashi Hara, assoc. 
prof, of civil engineering, Tokuyama College 
of Technology, Tokuyama, Japan. Room 211 
Urbauer Hall. 935-6350. 
11:15 a.m. Social work lecture. "Improv- 
ing Mental Health Services in Primary Care 
Settings," David P. Goldberg, prof, of psy- 
chiatry and director of research and devel- 
opment, Institute of Psychiatry, London. 
Second Floor Conference Room, Adminis- 
trative Center, 1130 S. Hampton Ave. 
4 p.m. Molecular oncology seminar. "Site- 
specific Recombination in the Immune 
System," Michael R. Lieber, assoc. prof, 
depts. of Medicine and Pathology and 
Biochemistry. Third Floor Aud., St. Louis 
Children's Hospital. 362-9035. 
4:30 p.m. Math colloquium. Title to be 
announced. Anatoly Katok, prof, of math- 
ematics, Pennsylvania State U. Room 199 
Cupples I Hall. 935-6726. 
Friday, March 10 
Noon. Cell biology and physiology semi- 
nar. "Dissecting the Mechanism of Desmo- 
some Assembly: Role of Plakoglobin in 
Organization of Cadherins," Sergey 
Troyanovsky, asst. prof., Dept. of Medicine 
(dermatology). Room 426 McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-6950. 
1:30 p.m. Geometry seminar. Title to be 
announced. Anatoly Katok, prof, of math- 
ematics, Pennsylvania State U. Room 199 
Cupples I Hall. 935-6726. 
4 p.m. Molecular microbiology seminar. 
"Oligonucleotides as Diagnostic and Thera- 
peutic Agents," Larry Gold, prof, Dept. of 
Molecular, Cellular and Developmental 
Biology, U. of Colorado, Boulder. Cori 
Aud., 4565 McKinleyAve. 362-2746. 
Monday, March 13 
11 a.m. Civil engineering seminar. "Earth- 
quake Potential in the New Madrid Seismic 
Zone: What Do We Know?" Eugene S. 
Schweig III, central U.S. coordinator, Cen- 
ter for Earthquake Research and Informa- 
tion, U.S. Dept. of the Interior Geological 
Survey, U. of Memphis, Tenn. Room 211 
Urbauer Hall. 935-6350. 
4 p.m. Biology seminar. "Non-neutral 
Evolution: An Historical Perspective," Will- 
iam Provine, prof, of history and ecology and 
evolutionary biology, Cornell U, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Room 322 Rebstock Hall. 935-6287. 
4 p.m. Cognitive psychology colloquium. 
"The WARRP Model of Memory: An 
Analysis of Human Memory From a Cogni- 
tive Neuroscience Perspective," Arthur 
Shimamura, prof, of psychology, U. of 
California, Berkeley. Room 162 McDonnell 
Hall. 935-6546. 
Tuesday, March 14 
4 p.m. Anthropology seminar. "Human 
Evolution by Analogy: Misuse of the Statis- 
tical Approach," Richard J. Smith, prof, and 
chair, Dept. of Anthropology. Room 149 
McMillan Hall. 935-5346. 
4 p.m. Diabetes research seminar. "Intra- 
venous Glucose Tolerance Test With the Use 
of Stable Isotopes," Anna Pawlikowska- 
Haddal, postdoctoral fellow, depts. of 
Pathology and Medicine. Pathology Library, 
Room 3723 West Bldg. 362-7435. 
8 p.m. Architecture lecture. Ruth and 
Norman Moore lecture. "The Blessings of 
the Sky," Charles Correa, internationally 
renowned Indian architect. Steinberg Hall 
Aud. 935-6200. 
Wednesday, March 15 
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds. 
"Ethical Issues in Intensive Care," Robert 
Truog, director, Multidisciplinary Intensive 
Care Unit, Children's Hospital, and assoc. 
prof, of anesthesia (pediatrics), Harvard 
Medical School. Wohl Hospital Bldg. Aud., 
4960 Children's Place. 362-6973. 
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand 
Rounds. Case Conference. Supreeti (Minni) 
Khurana, chief resident, Dept. of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology. Clopton Aud., 4950 
Children's Place. 362-3122. 
11 a.m. Assembly Series lecture. "Is There 
Any Language So Degrading, So Offensive, 
So Hurtful That It Should Not Be Permitted 
— On Campus — Or Anywhere Else?" Nat 
Hentoff, syndicated columnist and author. 
Graham Chapel. 935-5285. 
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular bio- 
physics seminar. "Alternating Head Cataly- 
sis by Kinesin and Processive Movement 
Along Microtubules," David D. Hackney, 
prof, Dept. of Biology, Carnegie Mellon U, 
Pittsburgh. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 
362-0261. 
4 p.m. Biomedical computing/biomedical 
engineering seminar. "Looking at the 
Cytoskeleton With New Methods of Fluo- 
rescence Microscopy," Frederick Lanni, 
Carnegie Mellon U. Center for Microscopic 
Imaging and Biotechnology, Pittsburgh. 
Erlanger Aud., McDonnell Medical Sci- 
ences Bldg. 935-6164. 
Thursday, March 16 
1:30 p.m. Geometry seminar. "Examples 
of Isospectral Nilmanifolds That Are Not 
Locally Isometric (cont.)," Ed Wilson, prof, 
of mathematics. Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 
4 p.m. Assembly Series reading/commen- 
tary. Dorothy Allison, author of "Bastard 
Out of Carolina." Held in conjunction with 
Women's Week. May Aud., Simon Hall. 
4 p.m. Biomedical computing/biomedical 
engineering seminar. "How Single Cell 
Antiarrhythrnic Processes Become 
Proarrhythmic in a Multicellular Setting — 
Thoughts About the Biological Glitch," 
Frank Starmer, Duke U. Medical Center, 
Durham, N.C. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg. 935-6164. 
4 p.m. Molecular oncology seminar. 
"Activation of the Erythropoietin Receptor 
and Leukemogenesis," Gregory Longmore, 
asst. prof, depts. of Medicine and Cell 
Biology and Physiology. Third Floor Aud., 
St. Louis Children's Hospital. 362-9035. 
4 p.m. Russian lecture. "In Search of the 
Firebird: On Vladimir Propp's Approach to 
the Russian Magic Tale," James Bailey, the 
Halls-Bascom Professor, Dept. of Slavic 
Languages and Literatures, U. of Wiscon- 
sin-Madison. Room 118 Eads Hall. 
Friday, March 17 
Noon. Cell biology and physiology semi- 
nar. "The Drosophila 95F Unconventional 
(type VT) Myosin: A Motor for Cytoplasmic 
Transport Required During Embryonic 
Development," Kathryn G. Miller, asst. 
prof, of biology. Room 426 McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-6950. 
Noon. Environmental engineering semi- 
nar. "Environmental Site Assessment — 
Where Banks Do More Than Government 
to Clean the Environment," William 
Vaughan, president, Environmental Solu- 
tion Inc., St. Louis. Room 216 Urbauer 
Hall. 935-8590. 
4 p.m. Music lecture. "Music in London 
Charities in the 18th Century," Nicholas 
Temperley, prof, and chair, Dept. of Musi- 
cology, U. of Illinois. Room B-8 Blewett 
Hall. 935-5581. 
Music 
Sunday, March 5 
2:30 p.m. Wind ensemble concert. "For 
Heroes Lost and Fallen," a concert honoring 
American veterans. Presented in coopera- 
tion with local veterans associations. Di- 
rected by Dan Presgrave and featuring 
chamber winds from the Mobility Com- 
mand Band of Scott Air Force Base. Saint 
Calendar guidelines 
Events sponsored by the University — its 
departments, schools, centers, organizations 
and its recognized student organizations — 
arc published in the Calendar. All events are 
free and open to the public, unless other- 
wise noted. 
Calendar submissions should state time, 
date, place, sponsor, title of event, name of 
speakers) and affiliation, and admission 
cost. Quality promotional photographs with 
descriptions are welcome. Send items to 
Judy Ruhland at Box 1070 (or via fax: 935- 
4259). Submission forms are available by 
calling 935-4926. 
The deadline for all entries is noon Tuesday 
one week prior to publication. Late entries 
will not be printed. The Record is printed 
every Thursday during the school year, 
except holidays, and monthly during the 
summer. If you are uncertain about a 
deadline, holiday schedule, or any other 
information, please call 935-4926. 
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Louis Art Museum Aud., One Fine Arts 
Drive, Forest Park. 935-4841. 
Wednesday, March 15 
8 p.m. Chamber orchestra concert Di- 
rected by Elizabeth Macdonald. Program: 
Music of Henry Purcell, Antonio Vivaldi and 
George Frideric Handel. Featured soloist is 
soprano Denise Stookesberry, recent gradu- 
ate. Umrath Hall Lounge. 935-5581. 
Performances 
Thursday, March 16 
8 p.m. Edison Theatre's "OVATIONS!" 
series presents "Urban Bush Women," 
combining movement, live music, vocals and 
the spoken word. Co-sponsored by Dance St. 
Louis, the Black Alumni Program and the 
African Arts Festival. (Also March 17 and 
18, same time.) Edison Theatre. Cost: $20 for 
the general public; $16 for WU faculty, staff 
and senior citizens; and $11 for WU students 
and children. 935-6543. 
Saturday, March 18 
2 p.m. Edison Theatre's "ovations for 
young people!" series presents "Urban 
Bush Women," a joyous exploration of the 
African roots of popular dances and games 
through movement, live music, vocals and 
the spoken word. Edison Theatre. Cost: $ 10. 
935-6543. 
Miscellany 
Thursday, March 2 
8 a.m. Office of Continuing Medical 
Education workshop. Third Annual Gen- 
eral Surgery Refresher Course and Update. 
Continues through March 4. The Ritz- 
Carlton Hotel, 100 Carondelet Plaza, 
Clayton. For schedules, cost and credit 
info., call 362-6893. 
Saturday, March 4 
9:30 a.m. Fine Arts Institute workshop. 
"Innovative Books." Special Collections 
Librarian Holly Hall will discuss a collec- 
tion of artist books with imaginative for- 
mats. Part of the institute's Adult Education 
in Art and Design Program. Olin Library, 
Special Collections, level five. Cost: $7.50. 
To register, call 935-4643. 
Monday, March 6 
7-10 p.m. Office of Continuing Medical 
Education seminar. "Internal Medicine 
Review." The topic is pulmonary medicine. 
Speaker is Michael B. Lippmann, asst. 
prof., Dept. of Medicine. Steinberg Amphi- 
theater, Jewish Hospital. For schedules, 
cost and credit info., call 362-6893. 
Saturday, March 11 
9 a.m. Fine Arts Institute workshop. 
"Make a Book in Two Easy Lessons." 
(Also March 18, same time.) Led by Bob 
Smith, prof, emeritus of art. Part of the 
institute's Adult Education in Art and 
Design Program. Room 204 Lewis Center, 
721 Kingsland Ave., University City. Cost 
for both sessions: $65. To register, call 935- 
4643. 
Tuesday, March 14 
8 p.m. International Writers Center 
reading. Features Latina poet Rosemary 
Catacalos, creative writing teacher and 
executive director of The Poetry Center and 
American Poetry Archives, San Francisco 
State U. Catacalos is author of "As Long As 
It Takes" and "Again for the First Time." A 
booksigning will follow. West Campus 
Conference Center, 7425 Forsyth Blvd. 
Cost: $5; free for WU students and seniors. 
935-5576. 
Thursday, March 16 
8 a.m. Office of Continuing Medical 
Education workshop. "Clinical Pulmo- 
nary Update." Continues through March 
17. The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, 100 Carondelet 
Plaza, Clayton. For schedules, cost and 
credit info., call 362-6893. 
7 p.m. African architecture conference. 
"Contemporary African Architecture and 
Urbanism: The Theory and Practice of 
Multiculturalism in Architecture and Urban- 
ism." Features an opening session titled 
"The New Landscape: Architecture and 
Urbanism in the Third World," Charles 
Correa, internationally renowned Indian 
architect, at 7 p.m. March 16 at the Saint 
Louis Art Museum; presentations from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. March 17 on modernism, 
contextualism, regionalism and alternative 
practice, and the keynote address "Architec- 
ture and Architectural Practice in Africa and 
America" by J. Max Bond Jr., American 
Institute of Architects, and partner, Davis 
Brody Associates of New York at 7 p.m. in 
Steinberg Hall Aud.; and a celebration 
featuring live African dance music at 8 p.m. 
March 18 in Holmes Lounge, Ridgley Hall. 
Phone registration required. Steinberg Hall 
Aud. 935-6253 or 935-4636. 
8 p.m. Poetry reading. Martha Collins, 
prof, of English, U. of Massachusetts, 
Boston. Hurst Lounge, Room 201 Duncker 
Hall. 
Friday, March 17 
8 p.m. Hillel Foundation talk. Barbara 
Gordon, national executive director, North 
American Conference on Ethiopian Jewry. 
Hillel Center, 6300 Forsyth Blvd. 726- 
6177. 
Saturday, March 18 
9 a.m.-noon. University College skill 
development seminar. "Search and Re- 
search." Instructed by Richard Lake, prof, 
of reading, St. Louis Community College. 
Room 30 January Hall. Cost: $20. To 
register, call 935-6788. 
Hentoff addresses campus speech codes 
Allison presents reading, commentary 
Writer Dorothy Allison will give a 
reading and commentary for 
Women's Week at 4 p.m. 
March 16 in May Auditorium, Simon 
Hall. The event, part of the Assembly 
Series, is free and open to the public. 
Allison's first novel, "Bastard Out of 
Carolina," published in 1992, won wide 
acclaim and 
was a finalist 
for that year's 
National Book 
Award. A 





work as "as 
close to flaw- 
Dorothy Allison less as any 
reader could ask for and any writer 
could hope for and aspire to." Allison 
has been credited in this work of fiction 
with revealing childhood abuse without 
sentimentality or simplicity. 
Her other works include "Trash," a 
1989 collection of short stories that won 
two Lambda Literary Awards, and a 
collection of essays, speeches and per- 
formance pieces titled "Skin: Talking 
About Sex, Class and Literature" (1994). 
A chapbook of her performance work, 
titled "Two or Three Things I Know for 
Sure," is forthcoming this fall and a 
new novel, "Cavedweller," is due to be 
published in 1996. 
Allison is co-chair of the PEN Les- 
bian and Gay Committee and a board 
member of PEN International. 
Born in Greenville, S.C., Allison 
earned a bachelor's degree from Florida 
Presbyterian College in St. Petersburg 
in 1971 and a master's degree in urban 
anthropology from the New School for 
Social Research in New York City in 
1987. 
From 1973-74, Allison was an in- 
structor in anthropology at Florida 
State University in Tallahassee. From 
there she wept on in 1975 to George 
Washington University in Washington, 
D.C., as instructor in feminist political 
theory. In fall 1990 she was visiting 
associate professor at the San Francisco 
Art Institute, where she taught a course 
on radicalism in contemporary fiction. 
This event is co-sponsored by the 
Department of English and the 
Women's Studies Program in Arts and 
Sciences, Mortar Board, Student Union 
and the Women's Week Committee. 
For more information, call 935- 
5297. 
Award-winning author and journalist 
Nat Hentoff will lecture at 11 a.m. 
March 15 in Graham Chapel. His lecture, 
titled "Is There Any Language So De- 
grading, So Offensive, So Hurtful That It 
Should Not Be Permitted — on Campus 
— or Anywhere Else?" is part of the 
Assembly Series and is free and open to 
the public. 
In this lec- 
ture, Hentoff 
will pursue his 
career-long 
interest in 
issues of free 




fense of free- 
Nat Hentoff dom of expres- 
sion under any circumstances has 
brought him both praise and criticism. 
Hentoff is strongly opposed to campus 
speech codes, which seek to place re- 
strictions on the views that can be ex- 
pressed on college campuses. Many 
campuses have adopted such speech 
codes in recent years, attempting to limit 
expressions of hate and intolerance. 
Hentoff's early career was devoted to 
music, especially to jazz, as a writer, 
producer and announcer at WMEX in 
Boston and as an associate editor for 
Down Beat Magazine. From there he 
began to address political and social 
problems as a staff writer for The Village 
Voice, The New York Times and The 
New Yorker. 
"From jazz, I inevitably became 
involved in the world that jazz itself 
reflects, and therefore began to write 
about civil rights," he said. 
He is a weekly contributor to the 
Washington Post, where he writes a 
column on issues surrounding the First 
Amendment and the Bill of Rights, and 
he continues to write for The Village 
Voice. Hentoff has written or co- 
authored numerous books, including 
"The First Freedom: The Tumultuous 
History of Free Speech in America," 
"The Day They Came to Arrest the 
Book," "The Jazz Life" and "Free 
Speech for Me — But Not for Thee." 
Hentoff received a 1980 Silver Gavel 
Award from the American Bar Associa- 
tion for his coverage of law and criminal 
justice in his columns. He is a member 
of the New York Civil Liberties Union 
and the Reporters Committee for Free- 
dom of the Press. 
Hentoff's talk is co-sponsored by the 
Department of Political Science in Arts 
and Sciences, Student Union and the 
Washington University chapter of the 
American Civil Liberties Union. For 
more information, call 935-5297. 
Wind ensemble honors American veterans 
The Washington University Wind 
Ensemble, under the direction of Dan 
Presgrave, will present a concert in honor 
of American veterans at 2:30 p.m. Sun- 
day, March 5, in the Saint Louis Art 
Museum Auditorium in Forest Park. The 
concert is free and open to the public. 
In addition to the wind ensemble, the 
Chamber Winds from the Air Mobility 
Command Band of Mid-America at Scott 
Air Force Base will perform in the con- 
cert. The group will perform Ludwig van 
Beethoven's own arrangement of his 
"Symphony No. 7 in A Major." 
The concert features the first local 
performance of "Symphony No. 1, In 
Memoriam, Dresden-1945" by Daniel 
Bukvich as well as the local premiere of 
David Gillingham's "Heroes Lost and 
Fallen — A Vietnam Memorial." 
Presgrave said both works serve as a 
reminder, through sound, of the horror 
of war. 
The program also includes "Esprit de 
Corps," Robert Jager's musical fantasy 
based on the U.S. Marines' hymn; 
"Variations on a Korean Folk Song" by 
John Barnes Chance; and several 
marches as well as patriotic works. 
For more information, call 935-5581. 
Sports 
Compiled by Mike Wolf, director, and David Moessner, asst. director, sports information. 
Hoops teams to host NCAA first-round games 
The Hilltop Campus is getting a 
double dose of NCAA tournament 
hoops action this week as both the 
Bears' men and women's teams host 
first-round playoff games at the WU 
Field House. 
The men's team, which concluded 
the regular season with a 91-80 victory 
over the University of Chicago on 
Saturday, begins NCAA play at 7:30 
p.m. Thursday, March 2, with a first- 
round game against Beloit College of 
Beloit, Wis. Beloit (13-11) qualified 
for the NCAA tournament by winning 
the Midwest Conference tournament 
championship with a stunning 61-58 
victory at Ripon College in Wisconsin. 
The Buccaneers, who fell to WU 76-69 
earlier this season at the DePauw Tip- 
Off Tournament, have won seven of 
their last eight games. 
Junior guard Gene Nolan, Chicago, 
one of five players to reach double 
figures in Saturday's win over Chi- 
cago, became the eighth player in 
school history to surpass the 1,000- 
point mark for career scoring. Scoring 
14 points vs. Chicago, Nolan now has 
1,002 points in his three-year career. 
Senior forward Shawn Winn, Fairway, 
Kan., led the Bears with 16 points and 
seven rebounds as WU equalled its 
school record for single-season victo- 
ries at 22. 
The women's team, the defending 
national runner-up, is making its sixth 
consecutive postseason appearance and 
its seventh NCAA trip in the last eight 
years. The Bears are hosting Illinois 
Wesleyan University (IWU) at 7:30 
p.m. March 1. The two teams met 
previously this season, with IWU 
earning a 73-58 decision on Nov. 19 in 
Bloomington, 111. The Bears lead the 
overall series with the Titans by a 5-1 
margin. 
As the second-seeded team in the 
Central region, the Bears are in line to 
host a second-round game on Saturday, 
March 4, should they defeat Illinois 
Wesleyan. WU would play host to the 
winner of Wednesday's Luther Col- 
lege-Aurora University contest. 
The Red and Green clinched the 
UAA crown outright — and jumped 
two notches on the regional ladder — 
with Saturday's 56-48 win over the 
University of Chicago. Senior Jennifer 
Hendricks, Omaha, Neb., led the way 
with 14 points. First-year student Amy 
Schweizer, St. Louis, added 10 points 
and twice boosted the Bears' lead to 
four when the Maroons rallied in the 
final two minutes of play. WU hit its 
final 14 free throws to preserve the 
win — their eighth in a row and 13th 
in the last 14 showings. 
This week: 7:30 p.m. March 1, NCAA 
Division III Women's First-round 
Game vs. Illinois Wesleyan University, 
Field House; 7:30 p.m. Thursday, 
March 2, NCAA Division III Men's 
First-round Game vs. Beloit College, 
Field House 
Men's season record: 22-3 (13-1, UAA 
Champions) 
Women's season record: 19-6 (12-2, 
UAA Champions) 
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In addition to their performances, Urban Bush Women seek to promote cross-cultural exchanges through educational 
seminars, workshops and developmental residencies. The company will perform four shows March 16-18 in Edison Theatre. 
Urban Bush Women explore African music, dance, folklore 
New York's acclaimed Urban Bush 
Women modern dance company 
will perform African spiritual and 
folk traditions in four shows March 16-18 
in Edison Theatre. 
Through dance, movement, live music 
and a cappella vocalizations, Urban Bush 
Women explore the struggle, growth, 
transformation and survival of the human 
spirit. The performance combines an 
eclectic mix of slave chants and field 
hollers, Rastafarian dancing and drum- 
ming, street corner double-Dutch and 
a cappella singing. 
Urban Bush Women will perform at 8 
p.m. March 16, 17 and 18 as part of 
Edison Theatre's "OVATIONS!" series. 
As part of Edison's "ovations! for 
young people" series, Urban Bush Women 
will offer a children's performance at 2 
p.m. March 18 that will pay tribute to the 
drill teams, drum majorettes and double- 
Dutch jump ropers who keep dance alive 
in city schools and streets. Urban Bush 
Women's "young people" performance 
will include their "Survival Through 
Cultural Traditions" lecture-demonstra- 
tion, which focuses on the role of dance 
and art in life, the creative process and 
the use of African-American culture and 
folklore in performance. The show lasts 
about one hour and includes an informal 
question-and-answer session with the 
artists. 
The 10-member group includes danc- 
ers, choreographers, vocalists and a 
percussionist drawn from the United 
States, United Kingdom, Senegal, Ja- 
maica and the Philippines. The company 
also seeks to promote cross-cultural ex- 
changes through educational seminars, 
workshops and developmental residencies. 
The "OVATIONS!" shows are co-spon- 
sored by Dance St. Louis with assistance 
from Washington University Black Alumni 
Programs and African Arts Festival.Tickets 
are $20 for the general public; $16 for 
seniors and Washington University faculty 
and staff; and $11 for Washington Univer- 
sity students and children. 
The "ovations! for young people" series 
offers programs of special interest to 
children ages 6 and above. Tickets for the 
2 p.m. March 18 performance are $10. 
Tickets are available at Edison Theatre 
box office (935-6543) or Metrotix (534- 
1111). 
Conference to focus on past, present, future of African architecture 
Washington University School of 
Architecture is holding a conference 
on African architecture March 16-18. All 
events except the opening lecture will be 
held in Steinberg Hall auditorium. The 
conference is free and open to the public, 
but phone registration is required. 
The three-day conference is titled "Con- 
temporary African Architecture and Urban- 
ism: The Theory and Practice of Multi- 
culturalism in Architecture and Urbanism." 
Organized in honor of Udo Kultermann, 




part of a semes- 
ter-long concen- 
tration on the 
non-Western 
world, high- 
lighted by visit- 
ing faculty from 
Africa and 
lectures address- 
Udo Kultermann ing issues of 
global design. Kultermann, an internation- 
ally recognized architectural historian, 
wrote one of the first books on contempo- 
rary African architecture, titled "New 
Directions in African Architecture." 
"Recognizing that architectural practice 
is increasingly global in nature, it is critical 
that architects and architecture students are 
exposed to examples of non-Western archi- 
tecture, as well as to the traditions, accom- 
plishments, and visions of architects from 
the rest of the world," said Cynthia Weese, 
FAIA, dean of the School of Architecture. 
The program will open with a lecture at 
7 p.m. March 16 in the Saint Louis Art 
Museum auditorium by Charles Correa 
titled "The New Landscape: Architecture 
and Urbanism in the Third World." Correa, 
an internationally renowned Indian archi- 
tect, is one of the pioneers in developing 
low-cost shelter in the Third World. 
Sessions from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. March 
17 will feature talks by several architects 
who practice in Africa. Some participants 
are influenced by European modernism 
and some are more influenced by indig- 
enous forms. A panel discussion on "The 
Future of Architecture and Architectural 
Practice in Africa" also will be held. 
J. Max Bond Jr., American Institute of 
Architects (AIA), will give the keynote 
address at 7 p.m. March 17. Bond's talk is 
titled "Architecture and Architectural Prac- 
tice in Africa and America." A former dean 
of architecture at City College in New York 
and chair of the Columbia University 
Graduate School of Architecture, Bond is 
now a partner at Davis Brody Associates, a 
New York architectural firm with an inter- 
national practice. 
The conference continues on March 18 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. with talks and panel 
discussions focusing on contemporary 
African urbanism and its future directions. 
The final session on March 18 will be a 
forum in which multicultural education and 
architectural practice will be discussed. 
The conference, which is sponsored by the 
Fleming Corp., Graham Foundation for the 
Arts, Grice Group, St. Louis Chapter AIA 
Scholarship Fund, School of Architecture 
and Urban Research and Design Center, 
will close on March 18 with an 8 p.m. 
concert and dance party featuring African 
music in Holmes Lounge, Ridgley Hall. 




C i |   i rentiers in Institutional Econom- 
ics" is the title of a conference 
March 17-19 honoring Douglass 
C. North, Ph.D., Henry R. Luce Professor 
of Law and Liberty and co-winner of the 
1993 Nobel Prize for economic science. 
The highlight of the three-day confer- 




who was co- 
winner of the 
prize with North; 
and Ronald 
Coase, Nobel 
winner in 1991. 
The confer- 
ence is intended 
to celebrate 
North's Nobel      Douglass C. North 
award and will cover the three directions of 
economics that North has focused on in his 
50 years of research: economic history; 
institutions and political economy; and 
learning, cognition and reality. 
The conference also will be one of the 
first events of the new Institute for the 
Study of Economic Performance Over 
Time at Washington University, which is 
being formed to continue North's work. 
University officials are raising funds to 
finance the center, which will be housed at 
the Department of Economics. 
Nearly 100 researchers are expected to 
attend the closed conference at Simon Hall. 
The conference is sponsored by Wash- 
ington University, the developing Institute 
for the Study of Economic Performance 
Over Time, the Faculty of Arts and Sci- 
ences, the Business, Law and Economics 
Center at the John M. Olin School of 
Business, the Center in Political Economy, 
and the School of Law. 
A future Record issue will contain 
conference coverage and a feature story 
that looks back on North s life since win- 
ning the Nobel Prize. 
Workshop series 
teaches bookmaking 
Making your own books is the topic 
of a Saturday morning workshop 
series offered March 4 through April 29 
by the Fine Arts Institute of Washington 
University School of Art. 
"Making books is not just for giant 
publishers. You can make your own" is the 
theme of workshops offered this spring as 
part of the Fine Arts Institute's Adult 
Education in Art and Design Program. 
"The possibilities are limitless," said 
Linda Ardakani, assistant director of the 
Fine Arts Institute. "You might want to 
make a scrapbook of memories that be- 
comes a family heirloom, produce an 
elegant booklet of your poems, or learn 
tips for success in marketing your own 
guide to low-fat baking." 
For reservations, cost or other informa- 
tion, call 935-4643. 
Early's 'Daughters' also nominated -fwmpage 1 
prestige in the literary community," said 
Early. He said that a board of 24 critics 
ultimately selected his book. 
"The Culture of Bruising," which is 
published by The Ecco Press of Hopewell, 
N.J., is Early's sequel to his award-winning 
first volume of essays titled "Tuxedo 
Junction: Essays on American Culture," 
which was published in 1990. 
In "The Culture of Bruising," he 
explores not only a variety of subjects but 
the form of the essay itself. Part one of 
the book focuses on prizefighting. His 
cultural ruminations on the sport form the 
intellectual core and central metaphor of 
the book. His subject, when writing about 
boxing, is not just the culture o/"bruising 
or the world of the prizefighter, but rather 
the culture as bruising — as a structure of 
opposition against the individual. 
Part two focuses on topics ranging from 
African-American magicians, to affirma- 
tive action, to Malcolm X. Part three con- 
sists of two essays on raising daughters. 
Last year Early wrote a book titled 
"Daughters: On Family and Fatherhood," 
which chronicles the everyday challenges 
and triumphs of fatherhood. "Daughters" 
was a semifinalist for the National Book 
Critics Circle Award this year, making it 
to the final 10 in the category of memoirs. 
Early and his wife, Ida, director of devel- 
opment for the School of Art, have two 
daughters, Linnet, 15, and Rosalind, 13. 
Early joined the University's faculty in 
1982 as an instructor in black studies. 
Campus Watch 
The following criminal incidents were reported to the Hilltop Campus Police Department Feb. 20-26. Readers with 
information that could assist the investigation of these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This release is provided 
as a public service to promote safety awareness on campus. 
Feb. 20 
11:26 a.m. — A student's mountain bicycle 
and lock were reported stolen from the rack 
on the east side of Louderman Hall some- 
time between 10 and 11 a.m. 
Feb. 21 
3:05p.m. —A student at the Wydown East 
Residence Hall reported receiving harassing 
telephone calls and message from an un- 
known male within the past several weeks. 
Feb. 24 
1:09p.m. — A student's bicycle and lock 
were reported stolen from a pole on the 
north side of January Hall sometime be- 
tween noon and 1 p.m. 
6:33p.m. — A student's unlocked bicycle 
was reported stolen from the east side of the 
Athletic Complex sometime between 4:40 
and 6:30 p.m. 
9:15 p.m. —A student's bicycle was reported 
stolen from the rack on the west side of Eliot 
Hall sometime between 4:15 and 9:15 p.m. 
10:15 p.m. —Articles of clothing with Alpha 
Epsilon Pi insignia were reported stolen from 
Sigma Nu sometime between 11 p.m. and 
midnight Feb. 20. 
Feb.26 
3:25 a.m. — A student reported being robbed 
on the walkway west of Graham Chapel. 
According to the report, the student was 
walking across the Mallinckrodt parking lot 
at 3 a.m. when a gray Volvo station wagon 
pulled up. Two subjects got out and chased 
the student between Umrath Hall and Gra- 
ham Chapel. The two subjects then assaulted 
the student and took currency from his 
pocket. The victim received minor injuries 
but refused medical attention. 
8:27 p.m. — License plates were reported 
stolen from a student's vehicle in the South 
Forty parking garage sometime between 10 
p.m. Feb. 22 and 8 p.m. Feb. 26. 
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For The Record 
For The Record contains news about a wide 
variety of faculty, staff and student scholarly 
and professional activities. 
Of note 
William W. Clark, Ph.D., professor of 
physiological acoustics in the Department 
of Speech and Hearing and a senior re- 
search scientist at the Central Institute for 
the Deaf Noise Laboratory, received the 
Distinguished Faculty Award from the 
Deafness Research Foundation. He re- 
ceived the award during the foundation's 
meeting in Pinehurst, N.C. ... 
The School of Medicine's Facilities 
Management Department named Ella 
Mae Gray, a custodian in the department, 
its 1994 Employee of the Year. 
Speaking of 
Dawn M. Guernsey, associate professor of 
art, presented a lecture titled "Pictorial 
Space" at the Saint Louis Art Museum, 
where her painting, "Nana's Long Story," 
was on exhibit. Guernsey also is the only 
St. Louis artist selected to have her works       IP preSS 
displayed in the " 1995-96 Missouri Arts 
Council Visual Artists' Biennial," an ex- 
hibit that will tour throughout the state. ... 
Jack Kirkland, associate professor of 
social work, presented a talk on "Loss of 
Conscience" at the Missouri Baptist 
Children's Home in Kansas City, Mo. He 
also delivered a talk titled "Children and 
Violence" at the Foster Care Coalition's 
meeting in St. Louis. ... 
Karen S. Stein, assistant professor of 
education of the hearing impaired in the 
Department of Speech and Hearing and 
coordinator of school research and train- 
ing projects at the Central Institute for the 
Deaf, was the keynote speaker at the 
Alexander Graham Bell Association for 
the Deaf's conference in Phoenix. Her 
talk was titled "Current Issues and Trends 
in Deaf Education." 
On assignment 
Under the sponsorship of the Friendship 
Bridge Organization, John M. Kissane, 
M.D., professor of pathology and of 
pediatrics, visited medical centers in 
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 
He addressed physicians on "Solid Tu- 
mors in Childhood" and "The Infant's 
Lung." 
Performing Arts Department 
receives honors at dance festival 
J 
Martha Ozawa, Ph.D., Bettie Bofinger 
Brown Professor of Social Policy, wrote 
an article titled "Antipoverty Effects of 
Public Income Transfers on Children" that 
was published in the Children and Youth 
Services Review. 
6 6 Tust Before Waking," a modern 
dance piece presented by the 
Performing Arts Department's 
Dance Program, was one of 11 works 
receiving "Best of the Festival" honors at 
the Central Region American College 
Dance Festival recently held at the Uni- 
versity of Colorado in Boulder. 
"Washington University dance was 
notable in several areas," said Mary-Jean 
Cowell, Ph.D., associate professor and 
coordinator of the dance program. "Fac- 
ulty members from large, long-estab- 
lished dance programs complimented us 
on the talent, creativity and expertise of 
our students." 
The American College Dance Festival, 
a non-profit group formed in the 1970s, 
sponsors about 10 regional college dance 
festivals each year and a biannual Na- 
tional College Dance Festival. The event 
allows students to take part in several 
days of professional-level classes, work- 
shops and performances, and provides 
opportunity for works choreographed by 
faculty or students to be critiqued by 
established dance professionals. 
Cowell was one of three Washington 
University dance faculty invited to teach 
master dance classes at the festival. The 
other Washington University faculty who 
taught at the festival were Christine 
O'Neal, artist-in-residence and director of 
the University's ballet program, and David 
Marchant, artist-in-residence in dance. 
"Just Before Waking," a piece cho- 
reographed by Marchant and performed 
by eight Washington University dance 
students, was selected for The Gala 
Concert, a festival finale that included 
"Best of the Festival" performances by 
nine colleges. Judges selected the "Best 
of the Festival" performances from more 
than 30 dances submitted for adjudica- 
tion at the festival. Student dancers for 
the piece were seniors Ann Berman and 
Michel Yang, juniors Tarn Le, Greta 
Reisel and Melissa Weinrieb, and sopho- 
mores Sarah Covington, Hilary 
Highfield and Nicole Roberson. Other 
students participating in the festival 
were senior Elizabeth White and junior 
Alexander Gish. 
The festival attracted faculty and 
students from 25 Midwestern colleges 
and universities. Washington University 
has participated in the festival for the 
past five years, but this year's contingent 
was the largest, Cowell said. "Our stu- 
dents are now being recognized along 
with dancers from big dance programs, 
such as those at Stephens College and 
the universities of Illinois and Iowa," she 
said. "We're proud that our students can 
achieve this level of artistic excellence 
while meeting the academic rigors of 
Washington University. Our students 
had a good time in Boulder, but they 
were all studying on the plane ride 
home." 
Danforth urges University community to hold education as its primary mission 
-from page J 
are delivering to their expectations," 
Danforth said. "I consider this more de- 
manding attitude to be a good thing, not 
always comfortable, but it keeps us from 
being complacent. Parents want just what 
we should want — a first-rate education 
for our students." 
In these changing times, Danforth urged 
the University community to hold educa- 
tion as its primary mission. 
"Washington University was founded to 
educate the young of this community. 
Education is still the main reason why we 
are here and why we are supported by 
society and by our friends. The success of 
all the schools of the Hilltop Campus 
depends on how we perform our educa- 
tional function." 
As expectations rise, Washington Uni- 
versity is facing significant fiscal chal- 
lenges. Federal funding for research is 
declining. Tuition, which accounts for 66 
percent of the income of the schools of the 
Hilltop Campus, is leveling out as the 
University strives to make education more 
affordable. Patient care revenue is uncer- 
tain. There is increased competition for 
private gifts. Endowment income, while 
holding steady, only accounts for 8 percent 
of the University's operating budget. 
"There is a great opportunity here," 
Danforth said. "I would be willing to 
guarantee the following: if we would do 
such a good job that people would say, 
'Washington University is the best place in 
the nation to go for an undergraduate 
education,' then our "teaching and research 
would flourish whatever happens at other 
institutions, whatever happens to the 
economy or to federal programs. I am 
clearly behind the proposition that our 
success as a research institution depends 
on our success as a teaching institution." 
'Doing what they do best' 
In his speech, "The Research University in 
the Next Decade," Rosenzweig traced the 
history of the research university before 
outlining the daunting challenges ahead. 
The "Golden Age" of the research univer- 
sity, about 1950-1968, was marked by a 
new emphasis on federal funding for re- 
search — in part a reaction to Russia's 
success in space — and resulted in the 
creation of the National Institutes of Health 
and National Science Foundation, among 
other funding organizations. Federal appro- 
priations for scientific research skyrock- 
eted. 
In the 1970s, the growth of the preced- 
ing decade could not be sustained and 
federal research funding came to a virtual 
halt. Doctoral students graduated to a 
shrinking job market and, during the Viet- 
nam War, universities were perceived by 
some as private sanctuaries for anti-social 
behavior. In the 1980s, public perception 
worsened as universities joined the rest of 
the country in a borrowing and spending 
spree. Tuition rose far above families' 
disposable income. The recession spurred 
a storm of criticism as the public la- 
mented high tuition and indirect cost 
policies, among other concerns. 
"Today the atmosphere is more sober, 
more realistic, healthier than it was 25 
years ago," Rosenzweig said. Out-of- 
control spending and tuition increases 
have been replaced by downsizing and 
prioritizing in the face of changing fiscal 
realities. The next decade will be marked 
by intense competition for students and 
for funding. The universities that will 
survive, Rosenzweig said, are those that 
can ignore the clamors of the present to 
attend to the needs of the future. 
"It will take effective, skilled and 
courageous leadership to speak for those 
who do not yet exist," Rosenzweig said. 
In conclusion, Rosenzweig, like 
Danforth, urged research universities to 
balance scholarship with their primary 
purpose — education. 
"If we stray from the reason for our 
existence, retribution will be swift and 
sure," he said. "Scholarship without 
teaching becomes narrow and arcane. 
Teaching without scholarship becomes 
arid and repetitive. Universities make the 
greatest contributions doing what they do 
best." 
'Refresh and modernize' 
The keynote speech was followed by 
comments from two members of the 
President's Committee of Advisors on 
Science and Technology: Virginia V 
Weldon, M.D., senior vice president of 
public policy at Monsanto Co., and Peter 
H. Raven, Ph.D., the University's Engel- 
mann Professor of Botany and director of 
the Missouri Botanical Garden. The two 
addressed "The Federal Government, 
Science and the Research University." 
Weldon outlined the changing nature 
of the relationship between the federal 
government and research universities like 
Washington University, where she held 
several academic and administrative posts 
at the School of Medicine from 1967- 
1989. 
Keys to the success of the academic 
medical center, Weldon said, will be the 
courage to drive change, rather than 
simply adapt to it, and the ability to make 
difficult choices. As did employees dur- 
ing recent downsizing at Monsanto, 
academic medical centers will have to 
learn to do more with less. 
"Recognizing the differences between 
academia and corporations, one nonethe- 
less has to acknowledge the unreality of 
pursuing an unlimited growth scenario in 
the name of the public good — espe- 
cially when the public is no longer will- 
ing to foot the bill," Weldon said. 
"Today the buzzwords are efficiency, 
downsizing, priorities and budget cuts. I 
don't deny the problems and limitations 
out there in front of us. But it is not in 
our nature to accede to them — to settle 
for a downsized future. It is time to ... 
refresh and modernize our approach to 
professional education and the pursuit of 
new knowledge," she said. 
'Basic premises challenged' 
According to Raven, Cornelius Pings, 
Ph.D., president of the American Asso- 
ciation of Universities, and Pamela 
Lokken, director of the University's 
Office of Governmental Relations, these 
are difficult times for defenders of the 
research university in Washington, DC 
The President's Committee of Advisors 
on Science and Technology is facing a 
bipartisan effort to slash the budget for 
fiscal year 1996. Many ongoing research 
programs are on the chopping block, 
with a recent de-emphasis on applied 
research in favor of basic research pro- 
grams. 
"There is reason to be concerned," 
Raven said. "So many basic premises are 
being challenged in a bipartisan way." 
Lokken identified student financial 
aid and support costs of federally funded 
research as two areas targeted for reduc- 
tion or elimination by the Republican 
Congress' "Contract With America." 
In the face of such turbulence, Raven 
urged supporters of Washington Univer- 
sity to "continue steadily in your out- 
standing role. 
"These times call for courageous 
leadership and wisdom, effectiveness, 
calmness and belief in the long-term 
values of the University," Raven said. 
Integrating medical services 
William Peck, M.D., executive vice 
chancellor for medical affairs and dean 
of the School of Medicine, addressed the 
condition of the academic medical cen- 
ter. In his presentation, he described the 
creation of the BJC Health System 
network as a solution to fiscal challenges 
and major changes in the delivery of 
healthcare. 
According to Peck, academic health 
centers are facing declining competitive 
advantage for clinical market share, 
primarily due to rising costs, declining 
federal research appropriations, declin- 
ing clinical revenues, geographical 
disadvantage and restricted primary care 
base, among other factors. 
"The fundamental problem is aca- 
demic health centers became dependent 
on clinical'revenues for academic en- 
deavors," Peck said. "That is under the 
greatest jeopardy." 
An integrated healthcare system, like 
BJC, will improve the quality of medical 
care, serve community health needs in a 
coordinated and effective manner, reduce 
healthcare and administrative costs, 
increase attractiveness to managed care 
plans and employers, respond to antici- 
pated healthcare reform and obtain new 
opportunities for education and research, 
Peck said. 
'Wrestling with the issues' 
The importance of leadership, farsighted- 
ness, courage and, above all, education, 
was repeated by faculty, students, admin- 
istrators and external speakers in follow- 
up discussions. Those on the graduate 
education panel addressed the poor 
faculty job market, low minority partici- 
pation at the doctorate level, an over- 
abundance of scientists and engineers, 
the narrow and highly specialized nature 
of doctoral education, quality of instruc- 
tion, the availability of research support 
and poor public perception, among other 
issues. 
Participants on the undergraduate 
education panel tackled the role of the 
lecture, the textbook and the laboratory 
in teaching, the weight of teaching in 
tenure decisions, student workload, 
characteristics of a good teacher, student 
access to faculty, campus diversity, distri- 
bution requirements and asked what will 
be appropriate to teach in the next cen- 
tury. 
During the research component of the 
symposium, panelists discussed the 
relationship between universities and 
industry, diminishing resources, interdis- 
ciplinary collaboration, applied vs. basic 
research, increasing specialization, the 
role of research in tenure decisions, 
research vs. teaching, the invisible and 
misunderstood nature of humanistic 
research and the high cost of clinical 
trials, among other issues. 
At the close of the symposium, par- 
ticipants and members of the audience 
agreed it was a useful exercise. 
"I feel responsible for Washington 
University," Danforth said. "It is hard to 
think of retiring. But when I hear the 
wonderful communication and ways 
Washington University people are wres- 
tling with the issues, I have no concern 
about retiring at all." 




The following is a list of positions 
available on the Hilltop Campus. In- 
formation regarding these and other 
positions may be obtained in the Of- 
fice of Human Resources, Room 126 
North Brookings Hall, or by calling 
935-5990. Note: All positions require 
three letters of recommendation. 
Deputized Police Officer 950186. 
University Police. Requirements: 
Completion of 640 hours of ap- 
proved academy training to be certi- 
fied; ability to meet current police 
officer standards and training com- 
mission standards for certification 
as a peace officer in a 1st class 
county in Missouri; ability to qualify 
for deputation as a police officer 
by the St. Louis County Police De- 
partment; valid Missouri driver's li- 
cense. Application required. 
Administrative Secretary 950187. 
University College. Requirements: 
Typing 50 wpm with accuracy; abil- 
ity to handle multiple tasks and es- 
tablish priorities under pressure; 
ability to meet public in a pleasant 
and professional manner; stamina 
(requires some hand deliveries of 
correspondence and packages 
across campus); excellent verbal 
and mathematical skills. Clerical 
tests required. 
Administrative Assistant 950189. 
George Warren Brown School of 
Social Work. Requirements: Typing 
45 wpm with accuracy; some col- 
lege; personal computer profi- 
ciency, including word processing 
and spreadsheets; understanding of 
funding guidelines that apply to 
proposal preparations; ability to co- 
ordinate, write and proofread; 
above average knowledge of En- 
glish grammar and spelling; self- 
study reaccreditation work. Clerical 
tests required. 
Engineering Technician 950192. 
Facilities Planning and Manage- 
ment. Requirements: Associate's 
degree; three years experience with 
controls in the heating, air condi- 
tioning, and ventilation field, spe- 
cifically with troubleshooting and 
calibrating electric and pneumatic 
control devices; working knowl- 
edge of microprocessors, mini- 
computers or programmable tim- 
ers. Resume required. 
Systems Programmer 1950193. 
Computing and Communications. 
Requirements: Undergraduate de- 
gree, master's degree preferred; 
two years experience in the data 
processing field; knowledge of C 
language, OS JCL, and UNIX. 
Resume required. 
Electrician Mechanic 950194. Fa- 
cilities Planning and Management. 
Requirements: Associate's degree; 
broad training in electrical/elec- 
tronic work, plus experience as an 
electrician; ability to work from 
blueprints, drawings and sketches; 
ability to perform duties and re- 
sponsibilities, including all phases 
of electrical maintenance; ability to 
interpret electric symbols; ability to 
interpret national electric code and 
perform work in accordance with 
code; working knowledge of pri- 
mary voltages and potential haz- 
ards of same, all types of second- 
ary voltage distribution systems, 
single-phase and three-phase four 
wire; ability to use all tools, me- 
chanical and electrical; must fur- 
nish all tools pertaining to trade; 
familiarity with Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration safety 
requirements. Application required. 
Senior Manager 950195. Account- 
ing Services. Requirements: Under- 
graduate degree, graduate degree 
preferred; Certified Public Accoun- 
tant; several years of public ac- 
counting experience; excellent ac- 
counting skills and a working 
knowledge of GAAP; experience as 
a financial manager with responsi- 
bility for budgeting and reporting; 
three to five years of fund account- 
ing and budgeting experience in a 
complex university environment; 
experience working with local area 
networks and personal computers; 
proficiency in word processing, 
spreadsheet, and database manage- 
ment software applications; ability 
to extract data and write reports; 
excellent interpersonal skills; a ser- 
vice-oriented communicator who is 
accessible and a team player. 
Resume required. 
Senior Project Leader 950206. 
Computing and Communications. 
Requirements: Bachelor's degree; 
strong conceptual, analytical, 
quantitative and communication 
skills; five years business systems 
experience; ability to design and 
implement information systems; 
ability to lead others in project de- 
velopment. Resume required. 
Freshman/Transfer and Upper- 
class Assistant 950211. Financial 
Student Services. Requirements: 
Some college. Responsibilities: as- 
sist in processing freshman/trans- 
fer financial aid applications, award 
program output, and other func- 
tions related to recruitment of new 
students; process FAFS and FFPS; 
respond to phone calls from appli- 
cants; process award letters and 
other materials; filing; general 
word processing of letters and 
forms, outside award adjustments; 
assist in upper-class financial aid 
applications. Application required. 
Associate Director of Admissions 
950214. Office of Undergraduate 
Admission. Requirements: 
Bachelor's degree, preferably from 
Washington University; ability to 
develop and implement overall plan 
to enhance the University's relation- 
ships with its admissions constitu- 
encies and create innovative strate- 
gies to build and sustain relation- 
ships; ability to coordinate and ar- 
range admissions activities and 
events, track relevant information 
and bring together and communi- 
cate with University colleagues and 
partners; enthusiasm for his/her 
undergraduate experience; demon- 
strated leadership and management 
abilities; flexibility; hard work; 
strong organizational skills; self- 
motivation along with a high level of 
energy and a sense of humor; some 
travel. Resume required. 
Medical 
Campus 
The following is a partial list of po- 
sitions available at the School of 
Medicine. Employees who are in- 
terested in submitting a transfer 
request should contact the Human 
Resources Department of the 
medical school at 362-4920 to re- 
quest an application. External can- 
didates may call 362-7195 for in- 
formation regarding application 
procedures or may submit a 
resume to the Human Resources 
office located at 4480 Clayton Ave., 
Campus Box 8002, St. Louis, Mo., 
63110. Please note that the medi- 
cal school does not disclose salary 
information for vacancies, and the 
office strongly discourages inquir- 
ies to departments other than Hu- 
man Resources. 
Computer Programmer 1950214- 
R. Library. Requirements: 
Associate's degree in computer sci- 
ence, bachelor's degree preferred; 
experience with software develop- 
ment languages (3GLs and 4GLs); 
experience with databases and 
Query languages. 
Secretary II950538-R. Ophthal- 
mology. Requirements: High 
school graduate or equivalent; 
three years secretarial experience, 
preferably in an academic setting; 
supervisory experience helpful; ex- 
perience with word processing, 
Macintosh and Microsoft Word; 
typing 55 wpm. 
Preventive Maintenance Me- 
chanic 950564-R. Plant Mainte- 
nance. Schedule: 4 p.m.-12:30 
a.m. Mondays through Fridays. Re- 
quirements: High school graduate 
or equivalent with institutional and 
heating, ventilation and air condi- 
tioning experience. 
Facilities, Maintenance and Ser- 
vice Coordinator 950567-R. Plant 
Maintenance. Requirements: High 
school graduate or equivalent; 
minimum of two years related ex- 
perience in skill trade functions; 
demonstrated ability to perform 
varied maintenance tasks. 
Coordinator II 950627-R. Gastro- 
enterology. Schedule: Part time, 20 
hours per week. Hours: 4-9 p.m. 
Mondays and Tuesdays, 9 a.m.-2 
p.m. Thursdays, and 8 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Saturdays. Requirements: High 
school graduate or equivalent; 
some office-related experience; ex- 
perience with medical insurance 
claims/records; IBM-computer ex- 
perience; typing 30 wpm. 
Secretary I 950633-R. Neurology. 
Schedule: Part time, 20 hours per 
week, flexible. Requirements: High 
school graduate or equivalent, 
some college preferred; experi- 
ence with library research using 
computers preferred; typing 50 
wpm. 
IBC Assistant ll/Floater II 
950638-R. Washington University 
Shared Billing Collection Service. 
Requirements: High school gradu- 
ate or equivalent; two years re- 
lated work experience; knowledge 
of IDX scheduling, BAR and 
CERNER application systems, 
third-party reimbursement, in- 
cluding HMO and PPO; knowledge 
of medical terminology. Position 
located at West Campus. 
Facilities Maintenance and Ser- 
vice Coordinator 950657-R. Olin 
Residence Hall. Requirements: 
High school graduate or equiva- 
lent; a combination of seven years 
experience and education, includ- 
ing supervisory experience; 
hands-on experience as well as 
theoretical knowledge; ability to 
organize all housekeeping func- 
tions; experience in purchasing. 
Manager, Programming and De- 
velopment 950658-R. Finance Of- 
fice. Requirements: Bachelor's de- 
gree in management information 
systems, business, management 
or related field; three years IS 
project management and supervi- 
sory experience; five additional 
years of system analysis and de- 
sign. 
Systems Network Technician 
950687-R. Washington University 
Shared Billing Collection Service. 
Requirements: High school gradu- 
ate or equivalent, bachelor's de- 
gree preferred; two years IDX sup- 
port-related experience; working 
knowledge of managed care sys- 
tems, preferably using IDX appli- 
cations preferred. 
Helen Davis retires after 19 years as Campus Y director -fmmpagei 
mental Action Group; Washington Univer- 
sity Effort for AIDS; Alternative Spring 
Break, when students spend a week with 
another culture; Students to End Poverty; 
and Learning and Understanding New and 
Challenging Horizons or LAUNCH, which 
is designed to help first-year students make 
an easier transition to college. 
Each program is run by undergraduate 
volunteer program leaders. With the excep- 
Helen Davis 
tion of LAUNCH, students select the 
program leaders. In addition, the Y has a 
cabinet composed of students. Cabinet 
members, who also are elected by students, 
plan new student orientation activities, 
train program leaders and decide how 
programming funds are allocated. 
All cabinet members undergo a semes- 
ter of training before becoming part of the 
cabinet. The training covers leadership 
skills, decision-making, program evalua- 
tion and development, volunteer recruit- 
ment, group dynamics, communication 
skills and policy-making. As an institution, 
the Campus Y is governed by a board of 
managers, which is composed of students, 
faculty, staff and individuals from the St. 
Louis area communities. 
As students advance their leadership 
skills through Campus Y programs, they 
also forge strong friendships with Davis 
and her three-person staff, along with other 
student volunteers. After nearly two de- 
cades in the post, Davis will retire July 1. 
"I'll miss her friendship," said junior James 
Huang, a business major from Nashville, 
Tenn., and a cabinet member. "She has an 
incredible ability to work with students. 
She genuinely cares about people and it 
definitely comes across by the way she 
talks with people, the way she works in 
group settings and the way she facilitates 
meetings. She's a great leader but she's 
approachable, encouraging and wants to be 
a part of your life. 
"Since she's been with the Campus Y, 
programs such as LAUNCH have made a 
difference in the lives of first-year stu- 
dents," said Huang, former leader of the 
Y's Sunday With the Kids program. "In 
terms of just maintaining consistency 
within the Campus Y, without her, it's 
difficult to imagine such a unique organi- 
zation here because year in and year out, 
students come in, people graduate. 
"She's a person of extraordinary vision," 
continued Huang, who has known Davis 
for three years. "She has a great vision for 
not only Washington University, but the 
community as a whole. " 
Senior Andrew S. Ruben of Columbus, 
Ohio, who is enrolled in the engineering/ 
MBA dual-degree program, has worked 
with Davis since he was a first-year student. 
He was co-director of LAUNCH last sum- 
mer and also was committee chair of 
LAUNCH for two years. "She's been a true 
role model in my life as far as knowing what 
she wants to do and actually accomplishing 
her goal," he said. "She really wants to 
make an impact on other people. It's almost 
an unobtainable goal, but she's making it 
happen, one person at a time. She's changed 
the world around her by leaving a mark on 
the people she's touched." 
During Davis' tenure, she has worked to 
continue the Y's heritage of celebrating 
diversity. The Campus Y's commitment to 
fostering meaningful interaction between 
students of different races, particularly 
among African-American and white stu- 
dents, dates back to the 1940s, she said. 
"This is a place where everyone is wel- 
come who shares our values and mission," 
said Davis. 
Before the first African-American 
students were admitted to Washington 
University, the Campus Y served as the 
hub of activity where students organized 
protests. Davis said that the Y also spon- 
sored the first African-American speakers 
at the University. 
When Davis came to the Campus Y in 
July 1976, "one of the things I observed 
early on was that there was a lot of separa- 
tion between black and white students. It 
seemed to me that one thing that this 
campus needed was communication and 
cooperation among the different racial 
groups, particularly black and white. So I 
really put some energy into thinking about 
that and trying to make myself available. I 
would go to the events that ABS (Associa- 
tion of Black Students) put on. Whenever 
there were performers or speakers that 
were African American, I would be there. 
"A few African-American students came 
to my office to talk once in awhile. I visited 
with African-American faculty and admin- 
istrators. I tried to make it known by my 
presence that this was a concern and a 
commitment that I had." In 1980 an interra- 
cial group of students formed the Y's first 
Interracial Awareness Program, which has 
since evolved into Raising Awareness 
Through Cultural Exchanges or RACE. 
Davis "has done a lot to promote diver- 
sity at the Y," said alumna Jessica Cragan, 
a member of the Y's board of managers 
who last year received bachelor's degrees 
in engineering and public policy and in 
economics. In addition, said Cragan, 
Davis "fosters an attitude at the Y that 
makes everyone feel comfortable there. 
Race is hard to talk about without becom- 
ing argumentative. At the Campus Y, you 
can have discussions about race without 
being judged." 
Cragan, a former cabinet member and 
program leader for the Y's Environmental 
Action Group, also applauded Davis for 
"respecting students as human beings. She's 
one of those people who is very interested 
in you as a person as well as what your 
contributions can be to the Y" Cragan, an 
environmental engineer for the CH2M 
HILL environmental consulting firm in 
downtown St. Louis, is a founder and 
former program leader for the Y's U City 
Connection community service program. 
Reflecting on the Campus Y's involve- 
ment with students, Davis said, "We care 
about students — not just that they lead 
their program well. When we work with 
them, it's out of concern for their develop- 
ment as whole persons. We're concerned 
more for them than we are for their pro- 
gram." 
Before coming to the Campus Y, Davis' 
previous positions included working in 
career life planning at St. Louis Commu- 
nity College at Meramec, conducting 
training at summer leadership confer- 
ences, and serving as director of counsel- 
ing for the old Homer G. Phillips and Max 
Starkloff hospitals in St. Louis. 
When the executive director position 
opened up in 1976, Davis asked a friend 
on the board of managers about the job. 
The friend wondered whether Davis would 
want the job because of the long hours. 
But then Davis read the job description. "I 
said 'That's me,'" she recalled. "I thought 
the opportunity to work with young 
people in their formative years would be 
very exciting." 
She also felt the mission of the Y paral- 
leled her own: "to facilitate growth in other 
people and make a contribution to the 
world." After retirement, she plans to 
continue working toward combating racism 
by serving on a national task force spon- 
sored by the United Church of Christ. 
Davis, a member of the Pilgrim Congrega- 
tional United Church of Christ in the Cen- 
tral West End, is one of three women from 
Pilgrim who will conduct multicultural 
cooperation workshops across the country. 
Resumes for the executive director 
position are due by April 10. Davis' suc- 
cessor is expected to be announced by 
mid-May For more information on the 
position or about Campus Y programs, 
call 935-5010. — Carolyn Sanford 
